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3D Touch Auto Level Sensor Instruction Manual
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The 3D Touch auto leveling sensor is a device that uses the Hall effect to achieve leveling. Can pass on a hot

bed Touch the point to get the position of the point, then in the print, compensate by adjusting the height of

the z-axis, and then tilt on the platform ,Printing can also be achieved in the case.
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Product parameters

Product parameters

Voltage 5V

current 15nA

maximum current 300mA

Shell material PC

shell color translucent

Line length Short:200mm long:1000mm

wiring 3pin Brown(- , gnd)

Red(+ , 5v)

Yellow(s ,Signal) (D11)

2pin white (s ,signal)(Zmin or others)

Black (- , gnd)

3D Touch action order

action G-code

marlin repetier smoothieware

push M280 P0 S10 M340 P0 S700 M280 S3.0

back M280 P0 S90 M340 P0 S1500 M280 S7.0

Self-test M280 P0 S120 M340 P0 S1800 M280 S8.4

All clear M280 P0 S160 M340 P0 S2200 M280 S10.6
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Firmware modification

Marlin firmware modification method (take Marlin 1.1.X firmware as an example) (3pin wire connection D11

(Note)Positive and negative)), 2PIN line connection Zmin.Or connect to the pin you set)

Configuration.h

(1) Set the leveling port (Z+ or Z-), but you cannot share a pin port with the endstop. Delta structure

leveling use Zmin as the interface for BLtouch and Zmax as the interface for the machine limit switch. I3

structure can be used Zmin as the interface of BLtouch, using the BLtouch sensor as the Z-axis limit sensor

of the machine

If there is a limit used, you need to enable it here in advance.
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(2) Set the switch type of the leveling interface

Set the switch type of the leveling switch to normally open or normally closed.

(3) Pin definition of the leveling switch
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#define Z_MIN_PROBE_USES_Z_MIN_ENDSTOP_PIN

If you define this, Z-probe uses the same pin as Zmin (no need to define the pin of 3dtouch)

#define Z_MIN_PROBE_ENDSTOP

If you define this,Z-probe,The pin used by z-probe needs to be modified in the pins-ramps.h file.

For specific modifications, see the modification of the pins_ramps.h section later.

(4) Define bltouch
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(5) Z-probe and extrusion head offset adjustment
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(6) Leveling method and points
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(7) Set the zero return center

(Delta can not be set, if the machine with I3 structure uses BLtouch as the machine Z axis limit.The position

sensor should be turned on to prevent the sensor from touching the hot bed. After turning on, the machine

will move to the middle of the hot bed.Perform zero return on the Z axis)
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(8) Save leveled data

Enable M500 to save data

OpenMarlin_main.cpp and find: Add set_bed_leveling_enabled(true);

as follows

case 28: // G28: Home all axes, one at a time

gcode_G28(false);

set_bed_leveling_enabled(true);

break;
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(Note: Be sure to add this sentence, otherwise you will not be able to save the data)
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pins_RAMPS.h Modify the following sections:

1 Define the pin of 3D-TOUCH

(If you define the #define Z_MIN_PROBE_USES_Z_MIN_ENDSTOP_PIN,Do not modify this)

As shown in the figure, change the pin of z-probe to 19 (19 is the pin of Zmax limit, you can refer to the use

and part of i3 model, both use 3D-touch, also retain the original Zmin endstop), also Can be changed to a pin

that is not used on the motherboard.(Generally, you can set a vacant limit switch port.)
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2. Define the steering gear PIN

If you connect to the D11 connector on the motherboard, change it to 11 here.
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